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Thursday

weather
Mostly cloudy today. High near 60.
Cloudy with rain expected tonite. Low
near 40.

October 14, 1982

Economic recovery on way, Reagan says
WASHINGTON (AP) - President down - and get Americans back on the
Reagan said Wednesday night that job," Reagan said.
In the Democratic response, Sen.
despite a "pounding economic handover" that has left 11 million Ameri- Donald M. Riegle of Michigan said,
cans unemployed, the nation is "The truth is that this administration
"recovery-bound and the world knows has created two courses ... one of
them a very fast economic track for a
it."
The president said his economic few, the other filled with potholes and
programs will bring a resurgence roadblocks for the rest of us."
built to last" because it will create
"Unemployment is the problem upnewiobs without rekindling inflation. permost on many people's minds,"
"This time we are going to keep Reagan said. "Getting Americans
inflation, interest rates and govern- back to work is an urgent priority for
ment spending, taxing and borrowing all of us, and especially tor this ad-

ministration.
"THE POUNDING ECONOMIC
hangover America is suffering from
didivt come about overnight and there
is no single, instant cure," Reagan
said. He added that "there's plenty of
blame to go around," for the economic morass, but claimed none for
himself or his economic program.
In his response, Riegle - whose
state suffers from a 16 percent jobless
rate - said, "The course needs to be
changed," and the Democrats know

how.

He said Democrats would seek legislation to protect American industries from unfair competition from
abroad, change the credit system to
reduce interest rates, reduce defense
spending and restore cuts in Social
Security benefits.
The president stuck to his Reaganomics and said his economic program was a necessary prelude to
bringing down unemployment, despite pressure to apply a "quick fix"

to temporarily ease joblessness.
omy heads into recovery. And make
"Let's forget about party politics no mistake, America is recovery
and take a look at how our country got bound and the world knows it."
into this fix and what we can do to get
Riegle's retort: "Staying the course
her out of it," Reagan said.
makes sense for them (tile Republi"Bringing down inflation and interest cans). They're not paying the price.
rates is creating a positive reaction You are."
that will boost employment.
He said the administration policies
have "led to incredible economic
"I WISH THERE WERE a quicker, problems for millions of Americans
easier way, some magic short cut, but who never thought they'd be in unemunemployment is always one of the Eloyment lines - or welfare lines - or
last things to turn around as an econ- read lines."

DCII charge enforced
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the third
story in a four-part series dealing
with the purpose of and the need for
legal services for students. A side bar
can be seen on page three and and a
related comment can be seen on page
two.
by Marcla Sloan
copy editor

Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs is dangerous - not only to
the offender, who is risking his own
life, but to the general public as well.
While the degree of enforcement and penalties placed on
DUI offenders may help answer part of the question of
public safety, the offenders
may have numerous legal
questions concerning the violation and their rights.
According to William Bess,
director of Campus Safety
and Security, many students
are not aware of the conseSuences of being convicted of
UI.
"I think there are an awful
lot of students who aren't
aware of the seriousness of
being arrested while intoxicated," he said. "It's dangerous, and the state of Ohio is
pretty tough with violators."
Bess said a person convicted of DUI
will automatically have six points put
on their license record, will have to
attend a driver's improvement class,
and will have an increase in car
insurance rates. He added that they
may also have to spend time in jail.
A SPOKESPERSON, from the
Bowling Green Municipal Court, who
asked that her name not be used, said
in-state violators also have to post a
bond of $400 after the initial arrest,
while out-of-state offenders post a
$500 bond.

She added that offenders face an
automatic license suspension of 30
days and in the case that a persons
suspected of driving under the influence refuses to take a breathalyzer
test, their license will be automatically suspended for six months.
Dean Gerkens, associate director of
Campus Safety and Security, said
that there are several steps proceeding a DUI arrest.
When we see a car weaving in the
street, going extremely slow . . .and
we suspect them of DUI, we'll pull
them over and give the driver a

BG Newsphoo/Ron Hafl,er

Down for the Count

Jazz pianist and band leader Count Bassie and his orchestra performed at
the Toledo Masonic Auditorium Friday night.

Protest:

see related story, page 4

A Western correspondent in Gdansk
■aid witnesses reported fresh riots
bad broken out Wednesday near the
shipyard in the Baltic port, but later
reports from Western correspondents
■aid there had been no rioting and
that the city was calm. The Foreign
Ministry said reports of unrest in
Gdansk were false.
Communications with the Baltic
port have been nearly impossible
since telex and telephone lines were
cut Monday. Reporters pooling their

information in Gdansk often have to
drive 50 miles to find a telephone to
call fellow correspondents covering
the situation from Warsaw.
AN ESTIMATED 10,001 shipyard
workers struck for eight hours Monday and Tuesday in Gdansk and Gdynia, and riot police battled protesters
in Gdansk after each work stoppage,
witnesses said.
A ham radio operator in Gdansk
was quoted as saying two protesters
were killed, but this could not be
confirmed.
Official sources, however, said
workers had staged a one-hour work
stoppage Tuesday at a factory in
western Poznan, the first acknowledgement by officials that unrest had
spread beyond the Gdansk area following the outlawing of Solidarity.
Authorities put the Gdansk shipyard under military rule Tuesday,
and workers were warned they could
face up to five years in prison for
striking. The penalty is more moderate than normal punishment for violating military rules, which could be
death.

"I went to the Health Center Friday
and there was a two-and one-half hour
wait," Wagner said.
Howell and Wagner, among other
students, are discontent with such a
long waiting period, but the new director of the Health Center, Dr. Janice Lloyd, said that she hopes to
alleviate this problem.

Although an individual may be arrested on charges of DUI. that does
' not necessarily mean thijy
will be convicted of th.3t
charge.

normal field sobriety test (walking in
a straight line, touching finger to tip
of nose, etc.)," he said. "If we have
reason to believe they're under the
influence, we'll take them down to the
city police and give them a breathalyzer test.
"IF IT REGISTERS that there is
.01 percent alcohol in their body, then
they are legally drunk, and they can
either post bond and have someone
else drive them home, or spend a THE ATTORNEY Bill hired charged
night in the county jail until the bond him a straight fee of $500 and said
see DUI paqe 3
is posted."

$2.53 for building maintenance and
$13.90 for salaries, treatment, and
programming.
Dr. Bobby Arrowsmith, associate
dean of students, said there are two
alternatives to the problem.
"Either provide more general fee
funds to employ physicians, or (restructure) what we are doing now,"
Arrowsmith said.

THIS INCLUDES cutting services
at the Health Center as an option, he
said. Arrowsmith suggested one option could be cutting hours in the
evenings to provide more services
during the peak hours.
Lloyd offered some suggestions to
the situation.
"Students could come in earlier in
the day," Lloyd said. "Students could
The Soviet news agency Tass, in a
come to the preventive education
dispatch from Warsaw, voiced approLloyd, who took over the position programs put on by the Health Center
val of the tough measures, saying
Polish "authorities are taking the last July when Dr. Henry Vogtsberger and the Well."
necessary measures to restore tran- retired, understands the students'
Other projects Lloyd suggested inquility in accordance with martial frustrations.
"I wish we had a good system," she clude providing informational handlaw.''
said. "I hope that the students under- outs for students. These handouts
UNDERGROUND LEADERS of stand that we really want to treat may help students recognize signs,
symptoms, and possible ways to preSolidarity in Gdansk circulated a leaf- them efficiently."
vent illness. Also, Lloyd said she
let, meanwhile, urging workers to
boycott new trade unions authorized
LLOYD ADDED that the biggest would like to set up a cold clinic at the
by the martial law regime and pre- Eroblem is lack of funding. Tight center that woula enable students to
pare tor regional general strur.es.
udget constraints allow for only a take their own temperature and blood
At the Vatican, Polish-born Pope limited number of physicians and pressure before they see the doctor.
John Paul II offered encouragement staff members. The Health Center Lloyd said she is also willing to accept
to his fellow Poles Wednesday for operates with three full-time doctors, any student suggestions or even stuwhat he called their efforts of recent four full-time nurses and clerical dent volunteers willing to help at the
years for the "common good."
workers, three persons who work in center.
In Washington, White House deputy the lab, and a full-time pharmacist.
LLOYD ADDED that it is imporpress secretary Larry Speakes said, These persons are responsible for
r
'On this sad anniversary of 10 months treating approximately 1,000 patients tant for students to be aware of their
own health situation.
of martial law in Poland ... the work- per week.
"I want this to be a Health Center
ers are expressing their will and
Funding for the Health Center
determination to have a say in their
own future, particularly in the wake comes from the student general fee. where you can come and get quality
of the government's de-legalization of Of the $160 paid per student for each medical care," Lloyd said.
"You may wait two hours but I
an organization which had rep- semester, $16.43 goes to the Health
promise when you get there, you'll
resented the vast majority of all Pol- Center.
This is further broken down into have quality care."
ish workers."

Poles riot over outlaw of Solidarity
WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Nearly 4,000 Poles demonstrated in two southern cities Wednesday after two days
of clashes on the Baltic coast over the
outlawing of Solidarity. In one city,
Nowa Huta, riot police used tear gas
and water cannon to rout 3,000 steel
workers, witnesses said.
In the other city, Wroclaw, about
700 people taunted police with shouts
of ''Gestapo!" to protest the outlawing of Solidarity Friday and the imposition of martial law exactly 10
months ago. The crowd In Wroclaw
later dispersed peacefully, the wit-

Andy Howell, a senior marketing
major, went to the University Health
Center for medical care last week,
and was told he would have to wait as
much as two-and one-half hour to see
a doctor.
Sandy Wagner, a junior political
science major has also waited at the
center.

"They could still be drunk, just not
quite at the legal definition of intoxication," he said. "It's because of liieir
driving that we pulled them over, not
their breath, and we may still insist
that they have someone else drive
home."

A STUDENT at the Univer
sity, who will be referred to
as Bill, was arTested for DUI
on campus after celebrating
his 21st birthday. Bill said
that because it was his first
offense, his lawyer was able
to plea bargain the charge'
from driving under the influence to wreckless operation
and loss of physical control.
Following the breathalyzer
test, which showed that Bill
had a high level of alcohol in
his body, he posted bond and
set a court date.
"When you're picked up for
DUI you have a required
court appearance, and since I had
never gone to court before, I really
wasn't sure what would happen," he
said. "I wanted some legal advice so I
went and saw Dr. (Lynn) Ward over
in the legal studies department.
"He gave me the names of a couple
of lawyers he recommended and told
me about what he thought it would
cost."

Health Center wait
makes students ill
by Carolyn Van Schalk
and Erin Eimont

Bess said that even if the breathalyzer test does not register at .01
Kircent alcohol, that does not mean
e person is not drunk.

in the

NEWS
Parents plead innocent
ELYRIA. Ohio (AP) — The parents
of a child who died of starvation
have pleaded innocent to criminal
charges of involuntary manslaughter and two counts of child endangering.
A county grand jury indictee' Henry
and Juanita Morgan last week in the
Sept. 14 starvation death of their
daughter. Chalcedoney.
The Morgans. Henry. 32. and Juanita, 29. reportedly lived out of
their car and supported themselves
by doing odd jobs when possible
Morgan has said his religious beliefs prevented him from seeking
or accepting help.

Suit filed against Prycr
OAKLAND (AP) — A lawyer htis
filed a libel suit against comedian
Richard Pryor. claiming his feelings
and reputation were hurt by a lint:
Pryor delivered before an audience
and repeated in a film.
Michael R. Ashburne of Oakland
said in his Alameda County Superior
Court suit that he was damaged when
Pryor quipped before 1.000 people
in Los Angeles: "I used to have a
black lawyer ... he took me for
hook, line and sinker."
The event was taped and made into
the film "Richard Pryor. Alive on
Sunset Strip."
"The film is clearly libelous on
its face." Ashburne's suit claims.
and many of the people who saw
the film "understood" Pryor was
talking about him.
The Los Angeles law firm representing Pryor declined comment.
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leaving much
for campus to desire
It is with pride that the Bowling Green police force speaks
about the few instances of rape, attempted rape and sexual
assault in our fine college community.
It is with disgust that we are forced to question their record
in dealing with this type of crime.
In an article printed in Wednesday's BG News, Bowling
Green mayor Alvin Perkins stated that problems with loud
parties are one of this town's biggest concerns. What should
be one of Bowling Green's biggest concerns is the manner in
which the police force dealt with a sexual assault/attempted
rape of a University woman, which occurred last Thursday.
While the BG police were benevolent and sympathetic to
the woman, they stopped short of being very helpful. The
victim had to go to her home town to have a composite drawn
up of the criminal, and to Toledo to have an artist's rendering
made of the composite. The Bowling Green police failed to
help her in either task.
The victim then took it upon herself to bring the drawings
to the News and the Daily Sentinel-Tribune, not only to aid in
the apprehension of the criminal, but to help warn other
women in the city. The BG police gave no warning to other
women that the attacker might strike again.
David Miller, editor of the Sentinel-Tribune, expressed his
outrage in an editorial on the paper's front page that we must
now echo. The police actually sat on the news of the assault
for three days. The reason? Because the police chief was at a
seminar. How is that for effort?
The straw that broke our backs of silence came when a
member of Bowling Green's finest rudely accused the victim
of trying to carry out her own investigation in the case, by not
waiting for their release of the drawing. It seems to us that
her efforts have been far greater than theirs in this case.
"The only thing we want is to be able to live peacefully, and
to be able to raise our families in an atmosphere that we'd
like to raise them up in," Perkins has said, referring to the
city's efforts to control rowdy behavior of students off
campus.
Well, Mayor Perkins, Chief Galen Ash, and the city of
Bowling Green, all we want is for the University community
to be able to live peacefully - and properly protected - and to
' be able to have lives in which potential criminals are actually
deterred from acting by the threat of serious police retribution.
Judging by the efforts of the police so far in this matter, the
only way this criminal will ever be caught is if he throws a
loud party off campus some Friday or Saturday night

Ban of Solidarity union
only temporary relief
It has been 10 months since the Polish government - under
the urging of the Soviet Union - instituted martial law in
Poland to suppress political protests by the Solidarity Labor
Union. With suppressed activity, the streets of Gdansk and
Warsaw remained rather quiet until August 31, the second
anniversary of Solidarity.
Now the Poles are fighting for the restoration of Solidarity,
which was ultimately banned by Parliament last Friday and their cries of protest are being met with smoke bombs
and tear gas hurled from the arms of martial-law enforcers.
The Parliamentary action is the result of a new labor law
that erases reforms won by Solidarity before the martial law
decret: came into existence.
About 8,000 workers struck in Gdansk and 2,000 in the
nearby Baltic port of Gydnia Wednesday. As they marched
on party headquarters, police fired tear gas, smoke bombs
and v/ater cannons to hold them back.
Bu'. according to workers quoted in Associated Press
reports, the protesters fighting spirit will not be doused. And
now violence is spreading into the Polish cities as Nowa
Huta, Wroclaw and Poznan.
Martial-law spokesman Jerzy Urban told reporters in
Warsaw this week that the uprisings will not affect plans for
the release of 308 more interned unionists. But that is little
compensation for the other 708 workers that will continue to
be held. Solidarity chief Lech Walesa will also remain
imprisoned.
Perhaps the Communist government should consider the
possibility that they are only adding fuel to the fire by holding
Walesa and other unionists. The imprisonment of a leader
often creates deeper anger in the hearts of the followers.
5>uch is the case in Poland, as workers are beginning to prove
(.hat they will fight for the freedom of Walesa and the
restoration of their organization.
Walesa would undoubtedly exercise his power and increase
worker unity if he were free. But with a leader, protests and
demonstrations may become more organized, and Walesa
himself would look for ways of fueling Solidarity power
through non-violent means.
The Communist government won't give in easily to the
workers' demand for Walesa's release. But there is a clear
possibility that the protesters can become powerful enought
to back their suppressors into a corner. Along the way, their
could be extensive rioting and bloodshed if the puppet
government of Poland does not consider some alternatives to
holding the Solidarity chief.

'You've got that right9

Fire alarms not for tampering
I had two years of dorm life in subject to six months in jail and fines
Conklin Hall and in that time I evac- not exceeding $1,000.
uated the building an average of 15
If you nave pulled the fire alarm
and are caught there, Section 132.09 is
restricted especially for "Making
False Alarms." Hence, whether you
have induced panic or nor, the unauthorized act is unlawful.
by Ronald D. Ciancutti
Note, however, that if you are cited
under inducing panic, there is a stiptimes per year.
ulation that claims that if the violaThere was no fire but there was tion of this section results in physical
always a fire alarm. This seemingly harm to any person, it becomes a
comical antic falls under the inducing felony of the fourth degree. Not so
panic ordinance, Section 132.08 of the comical anymore, is it?
Bowling Green Code.
The same section applies to phonedThe ordinance spells out that if
anyone causes evacuation of any pub- in bomb threats also. False reports
lic place or causes serious public are equally as unlawful as the fake
inconvenience or alarm by initiating a fire alarm. The logic is simply seen if
warning of a catastrophe he knows is you note the panic involved. If the
false, he is in violation of said ordi- action you take, no matter how subtle,
nance. This is considered a misde- causes people to panic, you are in
meanor of the first degree and is violation.

COMMENT

Under Section 132.07, stipulations
are innumerated as to what constitutes telephone harassment. This ordinance claims that if you make a
telephone call to another person without purpose of legitimate conversation, you are in violation. This too is a
misdemeanor of the first degree. (Six
months in jail/fines not over $1,000).

or possible jail time involved if
caught. Moreover, it would surely be
awful of you were responsible for
causing an accident out of panic that
you initiated. Above and beyond the
law violation, the violation of someone else's right to not have to evacuate a building is a mere neighborly
gesture.

Section A of this ordinance claims
phone calls unlawful that are; a (anonymous b)at extremely late hours c)
in offensively course language
d i made after they have been re3nested not to call. As inoffensive as
lese may seem, they are all also first
degree misdemeanors.

Weigh the factors before you make
an obscene phone call or pull a tempting fire alarm. Acts such as these
seem so harmless at the instant that it
occurs but you could cause someone
severe tension or cause yourself a
legal hassle and costs. Is it worth it? I

The best advice: In this case the
best advice is again simple. Common
sense is the bottom line. The laugh
you get from your friends by pulling
the fire alarm is not worth the big fine

Robert Wird
OCMB

Reader questions
News' 'One Menz'
To Joe Menzer, sports editor:
In your column previewing the Central Michgan-BG game, you attributed a quote to Denny Stolz that he
has no right to take the credit for,
namely that "Central never rebuilds;
they just reload." This phrase was
coined by a rival coach of perennial
Big Eight power, Oklahoma. It ran in
Sports Illustrated in a regular issue
and again in the "Year in Sports"
year end issue.
By printing that quote as a Stolz
original, you made him look foolish
(comparing Central with Oklahoma is
ridiculous even though the Sooners
are having an off-year) and perhaps
worse, it will take a lot to restore your
credibility as a reporter, at least, in
my mind.
Don Miller
309 Kohl Hall

U.S. and USSR not
similar In the world
A cynical acquaintance of mine
holds the opinion that there is no
difference between the Western world
and the Eastern bloc - mainly the U.S.
and the Soviet Union. Both, he claims,
seek to maintain their power through
control of territories, directly and
indirectly, by exerting influence over
other governments; each aspiring to
have future dominance. So, he proceeds, there is no right and wrong - no
good guys and no Dad guys - it all

Ronald Drew Ciancutti is a senior journalism major who last
summer served an internship with
a legal firm in Bowling Green.

Toledo 11a poor affiliate

LE TTERS.
Chris Kochis' letter of 10/5 (M-TV is
Not Worth Giving Up Channel 8)
suggests that Wood TV Cable should
keep Channel 8 because, among other
reasons, "31 per cent of the student
population is from Cleveland."
Not many people would care to
argue with his assertation of "such a
large population of Clevelanders in
Bowling Green," but would Wood TV
Cable be impressed by this? I mean,
what percentage of this 31 percent
live oft-campus? And what percentage of that percentage have cable?
A far better reason to keep Channel
8,1 believe, is the policy of Channel 11,
the CBS affiliate in Toledo. This station's management, among the most
conservative in the area (and this is
the so-called Bible Belt), consistantly
does us all a disservice by preempting
the CBS network feed for local programming. It's usually worthwhile
stuff like a 1953 John Wayne western.
Last summer, CBS cancelled Lou
Grant. Their reasons were never specific. However, many people involved
with the Lou Grant production team
felt it was a reaction to Ed Asner
speaking out on El Salvador. Channel
ll's response was to pull Lou Grant
every week. Instead of being able to
see the most critically acclaimed,
consistantly relevant series on commercial TV, we were shown a psuedodocumentary rerun series called
"The First 25 Years of Rock and
Roll." For years Channel 11 has been
protecting our interests with similar
methods. Anyone who ever lived in
Toledo or the area recalls times when
they had to tune in Channel 2 (the
Detroit CBS station) to watch the
"network movie." Anything slightly
"questionable" - even a CBS documentary on Agent Orange - was regularly preempted. When in doubt,
censor. That seems to be the managment's policy.
The bottom line is this: with Channel 8 replaced by M-TV, we will have
one channel to rely on for CBS programming and three for NBC. If
Channel 11 gets excited and decides to
preempt, we're stuck with a boring
selection from their library.
Sure, Lou Grant is dead and buried.
And back in real life, Ed Asner is
probably paying for his lack of comElacency by being effectively blacksted by a larger and slightly more
sophisticated Channel 11-mentality in
New York.
Come on, Wood TV Cable, 31 per
cent Clevelanders or not, we deserve
an alternative.

think not.

depends on the perspective one has of
things.
One school of thought holds that the
fierce armament race is a result of
each side acting from a subjectively
perceived postion of weakness and
misinterpretation of the other side's
motives. The Soviet annexation of
large portions of eastern Europe was
deemed by them as a defensive act
against traumatic invasions (Napoleon, the Nazis) while the West
viewed it as an aggressive move. As a
result. NATO was formed as a means
of defense against Soviet expansionism. The Soviets, of course considering NATO as an aggressive body
which threatened their existence,
were pushed to forge the Warsaw
Pact. Thus the wheel turns - today
each country has thousands of nuclear missies poised against the
other, and the process is gaining
momentum. There may be no difference in the two super powers' motives, and their practices in
international politics have a striking
similarity where the fight is for survival: for on the international level, all
nations play by the same rule: there
are no rules.
However ... there is a difference
between the two super powers: a
fundamental difference - the manner
in which they deal with human beings
and conduct their domestic affairs.
The millions of political murders during Stalin's time, the brutal quenching of rebellions of Hungary otvX and
Czechoslovakia in '68, the imprisonment of Christians and Jewish refuseniks, the ban on the Polish Worker's
Solidarity, following an imposition of
martial law (both activities ordered
from Moscow) - in short, the deprevation of basic human rights such as
freedom of religion, speech and press,
expresses the glaring difference between a country of tyranny and oppression and a democracy.

Communism is not right or wrong,
as capitalism is not right or wrong.
These are two different ideologies.
Perhaps one should not question the
righteousness of ideologies, but it is
one's Derogative and duty to question
the manner in which ideologies are
practiced. The danger of communism
comes from those who see their mission as the conversion of the rest of
the world to communism thus showing intolerence of other's ideologies.
It is true that capitalism has been
more successful in terms of economical welfare, but the achievements of
these two doctrines cannot be scientifically compared because they are
practiced under different sets of conditions: totalitarianism vs. democracy.
The grievous situation of the world
today is not due to communism but
due to oppressive regimes throughout
the worm (and all communist countries share and intolerant oppressive
regime). In most parts of tne world,
dictatorships outnumber democratic
tovernments: South America, Africa,
Dutheast Asia and the Middle East
where Israel is the only free democracy among cruel, subjugative governments.
The lesson to be assertained is
"don't judge countries (people) by
who they are but by what they do" primarily by what they do domestically. For on the international level,
all nations play by the same rule:
there are no rules.
Daniel Ayalon
Gradual* Student
Dept. ol Business

BG football team
receives applause
When I reflect on Bowling Green's
narrow defeat at the hands of Miami

last Saturday, I can only commend
the players and coaches for a job well
done.
Consider first all the adversities the
Falcon's had to contend with even
before the game started. The well
publicized Miami Whammy," an
expected record homecoming crowd,
a gimpy Cowboy Jones and an ancient
score board that is about as easy to
read as a sundial. Despite these obstacles the Falcon's posted more first
downs, passing yards and total offense than the Redskins. Had it not
been for a bizarre play in which a
McClure pass caromed off his own
linesman's helmet, BG probably
would have been on top the final score
as well.
Coach Stolz must be personally
commended for abandoning his ultraconservative offense and letting his
talented freshman quarterback do
what he does best - throw. Congratulations, Falcons, on a job well done.
Lee Johnson
202 SAE

RESPOND
77ie BG News Opinion Page is the
campus forum for your comments
regarding something in The News
or anything of interest to the University and community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
your address and phone number
for verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions &re subject to condensation.

WANTED:
Pictured is a composite drawing done by the Toledo Police
Department's Personal Assault
Unit of a man who entered the
apartment
of
a
University
woman last Thursday afternoon
and assaulted her.
The man has been described
as being six-feet to 6'3" in
height; in his mid-20s; average
build; sandy-blond hair that is
thick and straight; mustache of
the same hair color; fair complected; and was last seen
wearing a light blue collared
shirt, a V-neck long-sleeved
sweater which was cable-knit
and off-white, straight-legged
light blue jeans, and brown
rubber-soled shoes with no design. He was also wearing a
silver, thin-linked chain necklace with a one-inch cross,
which came to mid-chest.
Anyone
with
knowledge
about the suspect's whereabouts or identity should contact
the Bowling Green City Police
or the BG News.

by Garry Trudeau
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Alumni discuss value Arrested:
of cultural
Students accidently in trouble with law
by Vlckl Relnhart
staff reporter

program, he said.

Alumni who were active in cultural
arts programming as students, will
work with ethnic students involved in
firogramming during an Alumni Chalenge Workshop Oct. 15 and 16.
The workshop is sponsored by the
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program.
"The objective is to talk about the
value of cultural arts programming in
their (the alumni's) education while
they were here and the continuous
value in their careers now," Dr. John
Scott, director of ECAP, said.

According to Scott, alumni speakers will include Dr. Robert Home,
director of minority affairs at the
Pennsylvania College of Optometry;
Dr. J.D. Jackson, associate professor
of art at Ohio State University; Dr.
Ardenia Terry, associate dean of student affairs at the University of Toledo; Jack Liv, independent filmmaker; and Jerry Lee*, an attorney in
Bowling Green. The workshop will be
evaluated by Harold Bardonille, a
vocational training officer in the Department of Army, Washington D.C.

THREE BLACKS, one Asian and
The workshop is held in conjunction one white will participate in the
with Homecoming as an appropriate
see ALUMNI page 4

by Scott Carpenter
staff reporter

Something as basic as changing
apartments, as personal as ending a
marriage or as routine as sipping a
few beers 'uptown' could result, in
some sort of legal trouble.
Drew Hanna, of the Hanna and
Hanna law firm, North Main Street,
said there are several legal
"scrapes" that University students
get into. Some of the more common
legal problems, Hanna said, are disorderly conduct, assault, shoplifting,
open container and traffic violations.
Other criminal charges, such as
rape, drug violations, and tampering
with grades or records are not as

common, Hanna said, but are legal ters, nor do they anticipate problems
problems that have faced University until Uiev
they happen,
ha^ t
students.
"ey to
"A kid might sU
step into an alley
Hanna said that in any kind of trial urinate on the way home from a bar.
where criminal charges are being and find himself charged with disorbrought against someone, the judge derly conduct," he said.
will, more-than-likely, not allow court
Civil suits, especially
IIV tenant-landto proceed until the defendant has a lord disputes, are also fe_
legal problems
that
eturlontc
oft
an
h*ir(imo
invnlveH
lawyer. If the defendant is unem- that students often become'involved
ployed, has no money or owns no land, in, Hanna said. He added that most
a public defender will be appointed, civil suits that involve students are
he said. Most University students fall handled in small claims court where a
into this catagory, he added.
court appointed lawyer acts as a
"WHEN THE possibility of a prison referee between the two parties and
sentence is involved," Hanna said, decides who is in the wrong. Conflicts
"the Constitution guarantees every like these seldom require hiring an
person the right to be represented."
attorney, he said.
Hanna said most peop|e are not
Hanna identified taxes and conwell enough informe
lea oon legal mat- sumer matters, such as defective

Dui

USG investigates legal service
by Doug Lilllbrldge

senior staff reporter
Looking into student rights issues
was the main object of attention at the
Undergraduate Student Government
meeting, Wednesday night.
USG Vice President Mark Dolan
announced that an ad hoc committee
would be set up to look into the feasibility of setting up a legal service for
University students. Dolan said that
the committee would be investigating
how to set up such a service, what
channels the possible proposal would
have to follow, possible ways to fund
such an operation, and, finally,
whether the student body is in favor of
such a service.

Also, Dolan announced that a com- Patient Advocate Task Force that will
mittee is being set up to look into the look into issues such as alleged excespossible changes in the Student Code sive waiting and other problems at
as it pertains to off-campus students. the Health Center.
This is a subject that the University
administration as well as its legal
The Task Force will research these
counsel are already investigating.
issues with the help of Dr. Janice
Lloyd, Health Center director. The
Furthermore, this committee group is hoping that the research will
would explore changes in the code as lead to recommendations and a possiit pertains to Student Court and its ble proposal to take before University
specific jurisdiction. In the past, administrators, according to USG
cases have been brought before the President Everett Gallagher.
Court which were not specified in the
Code as being under the Court's jurisUSG's Student Welfare Committee
Chairperson Jerry Bishop announced
diction.
that the committee is formulating a
USG'S STUDENT Welfare Coordi- proposal to re-institute the Dial-anator Andy Longo is also setting up a Ride service. This would serve as a

means for students to find rides to
various destinations on the weekends.
The service would be manned by USG
representatives and would be open
Monday - Thursday. Bishop hopes to
have the groundwork finished by next
week's general assembly meeting so
that the service can go into effect by
Oct. 25.
DALE MAUCH, USG's internal affairs committee chairperson, stated
that applications would be accepted
until Friday, October 15, at 5:00 p.m.
for the vacant at-large representative's seat. Applications are available
in the USG office, 405 Student Services.

Board of Black Cultural Activities

Lebanon Crisis; Past and Present

ftmiHt

Question and answer forum
Guest Speakers

Jazz Concert

Jazz Quartet

Uod»g'»du»H« Studinl Opt*

"By getting wreckless operation and
Shysical control I had to pay a larger
ee, but my insurance rates didn't
change and I didn't lose my license,"
he said. "Altogether I had to pay
$1653; it was a pretty expensive birthday."
Another University student, who
will be referred to as Joe, was not as
fortunate as Bill.
Joe employed a lawyer who was

less expensive ($300), but did not
inform him of the option to plea bargain for a lesser charge.
"I REALLY didn't know what was
going on, and I guess I was too intimidated and confused with the process
to ask many questions," he said.
"Sure, I was in the wrong for driving
while I was drunk, but the penalty
seemed pretty heavy for my first
offense.
"It was the first time I had ever
been to court and even though I had
heard of plea bargaining, I really
didn't know what it was. If I would
have gotten wreckless operation instead, it would have cost me more at
first, but in the long run I would have
saved a lot of money, and a lot of
extra hassle."

$1OFF COUPON \
On an\ regular priced albums;
pre-recorded tapes, or custom T-shirts,

Dr. Charles Chittle
Dr. Emil Dansker
Dr. Marion Howard Merriam

Music by Harms Beljrave

. . . from Page 1

regardless of how the case ended,
there would be no additional fee or
refund.
Bill said the attorney explained to
him that he could either plead guilty
to the DUI charge and face the state
legal consequences, or he could plea
bargain for a lesser charge. Bill chose
the latter.

products, as the two main subjects
that people are not well informed
about
He added that people can some-J
times be naive about certain matters
and advises anyone who has a legal
problem to shop for the right attor
ney.
"T
'"THERE ARE those who special-l
ize in a certain aspect of the law," he
said.
Hanna said if person believes he|
cannot receive adequate help from a
consumer group or referral services,
he or she should consult a lawyer.
"If your problem is not within hi
area of specialization," Hanna said,
"he will send you to someone who can
help."

Moderator: Dr. John Merriam

Thursday Oct. 14th
Monday, October 18th 7:00 PM 3rd floor Union, Community Suite

N.E. Cmw WO }M.
■ sponsored by USG, UAO, and Social Justice Committee
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Alumni
come back and talk to students here in
relation to their goals and plans," he
said.

. .. from Page 3

workshop to provide a cultural mix
and to encourage interplay between
cultures. Scott said.
The alumni will address an invited
group of student leaders Friday from
3 p.m - 5 p.m., he said.
"It's a good idea to have alumni

Since there are a limited number of
minority faculty and staff working in
the area of cultural arts, Scott said he
wanted to have people who have re-

lated to minorities to give and evaluate ideas from the students.
Invitations have been sent to about
100 students in the minority and ethnic organizations on campus, he said,
adding that about 50 are expected to
participate.

Fire:
False alarms hazardous to students
by Carole Hornberger
staff reporter
.

As I began to enter the first stage of
sleep, a loud mind piercing buzzer
sounded off. "Oh no," I moaned, "Not
the fire alarm!"
Sure enough, on a cool, moonlit
night, I scrambled out of bed and
joined the rest of my fellow dorm
dwellers in a relunctant outdoor gathering. After this wonderful outing, I
became interested in the procedures
and regulations which go along with
fire drills and fire alarms.

BG News photo/Liz Kelly
A cloudy, gray afternoon provides a quiet time lor this resident to relax in the lounge of Rogers Quadrangle.

According to Bromfield Hall Director, Todd Baily, the procedures are
primarily the same throughout the
quadrangle system, but may be different throughout other residence
halls due to structural differences.
"When a fire alarm goes off, each
floor's Resident Adviser must see to it
that every student is leaving," he
said. "The RA has also appointed a
Fire Martial, a responsible student
usually home, who aids in making
sure everyone is out by pounding on
the doors.
"Once the students begin to leave,
all RA's must report to the front desk

Still playing after 70 years

Pilot pens! You have
to hold onto them
withjwo hands"

where master keys are distributed. fined up to $1000, he said.
The RA's then key into rooms looking
"THIS ACT is very dangerous," be
for the supposed fire and getting
said. "It could endanger people's
everyone out.
lives due to the problem of a panic
BAILY ADDED that it is a $25 fine situation plus the cause of unnecesfor those students who fail to regard sary suffering for those people who
the alarm and hide in their rooms. might have heart problems or for
There is a writtAi warning also given those who are disabled in some way."
and if there is a second violation, a
student is referred to Standards and
Dickenson said complacency
Procedures.
among students could cause problems
if an actual fire occurred.
Derek Dickinson of Standards and
According to Safety Inspector,
Procedures said he believes individuals who disregard an alarm are risk- Glenn Cook of Environmental Services, the procedures in case of a real
ing their lives.
fire are the same for every building.
"When students are sent to me for
"First of all, the alarm does not go
this reason, I usually try to handle it
in an educational way, he said "I directly to a fire department," he
explain to them that they could easily said. "When fire is detected, someone
Jeopardize their lives as well as the should call the fire department, amives of others. They, the students, bulance, and campus saftey. Students
should be evacuated."
usually understand that."
Cook also said that they have had
According to Dickinson, if a student Sroblems with people tampering with
is caught tampering with an alarm,
le alarm system for reasons unhe could possibly be suspended from known.
the University or taken to the munici"All alarms are supervised on a
pal court. There, they can be charged
with a first degree misdemeanor, basic control system. If something
sentenced to six months in jail or goes wrong, we will know," he said.

'Count' Basie performs in Toledo
by Doug Lilllbridge
senior staff reporter

The bus reaches its destination and begins unloading - musicians,
equipment, and one man
who they call "Chief."

"Chief," always the last
off the bus, slowly gets on a
battery-powered scooter.
He can't move around that
well anymore but this has
never stopped him from
loving what he is doing or
playing.

I mak« o deponf mis guy's making
a withdrawal- IncfwHng my PHof pen."

He guides the scooter
dthe musicians who are
.' unloading the bus and
enters the backstage area
of an auditorium. There,
he graciously greets the
crew, speaks to a few of the
musicians' relatives, and,
with a fatherly demeanor,
looks at some pictures that
were taken of nim and one
of the musicians' children.
His pace is never quick.
He is known for being what
the musicians call, "laid
back." It takes him minutes to unwrap a cigar and
light it. Even when he
plays he is always just a
little bit behind.
But, that's his style and
it's made him a legend,

although he'll be the first
to tell you that he is not the
star -the band is.
HIS NAME is Bill Basie
-better known as the
Count.
The Count celebrated
his 78th birthday Aug. 21.
He has been performing
for nearly 70 of those years
and playing his own special brand of jazz.
Why does he stay on the
road after all those years?
"I never get tired of the
music," he says. "It's still
a kick when the band's
tilayin' and everybody
eels good. Sure, sometimes it's not much fun.
Sometimes, we have

strange booking schedule
or I'm not feeling well, but
most of the time, I love it."
Count Basie and his Orchestra performed Friday,
Oct. 8 at the Masonic Auditorium in Toledo as part of
the Toledo Symphony's
Pops Series.
The near-sellout crowd,
comprised of music fans of
all ages, was indicative of
Basie's unique appeal.
Asked why the band's
audience keeps growing
even though the band's
style has never changed,
Basie is baffled.
"I don't know. I'm glad
they're still out there.
We're very fortunate,
guess."
BAND'S STYLE
explained,
without getting techinical,
as "flyuv high'' while still
being "laid back." In other
words, the notes may be
moving fast but the
rhythm section is always
pushing when they have to
push and pulling back
when they have to pull
back.
This "laid back" atti-

ITs almosf cnminol how people go lor my Pliol Finelirw Why? Its
line potnt wines ituough carbons Ana Piloi cnarges only 79c lor n
People gel melr hands on it ond lor get it s my pen
I got no pen And no respect1
People go nuts ovec my Pi
Point too It writes with an exit
fine line Its metal collor
keep me point trom
going squish
M only 89 c mey
Fore
should buy their
own pen - ana show
tome respect tor my property
People low lo o Ptlol I ike its their own

fine point matter pens

entire band. The musicians
are never tense. They don't
even talk fast and they are
rarely, if ever, in a hurry.
One of the key ingredients in the Basie rhythm
section is guitarist Freddie
Green. Green has been
with the Count for almost
68 years. He was less than
10 years old when he
started playing with Basie.
Freddie Green has been
with the Count for 68 years
- the longest of any of his
band members. But, unlike
other jazz big bands of
today which have a high
turnover rate of musicians, Basie's musicians
are quite loyal to him. The
average musician in his
band has been with him for
.10 years.
Trumpeter Sonny Conn
has been with Basie for 22
years and says he loves his
job.
"Whenever you're doin'
somethin' that you like,
that's what keeps you
goin'. I guess there's a lot
of 'ham' in all of us," Conn
says.
THE YOUNGER musithe band have a

BOWLING GREEN
IN MADRID, SPAIN
Regardless of your major, SPANISH is in your future!
It you are going into Business. Communications, Nursing,
or Medicine. Social Sciences. Counseling, Civil Service
(Police Science, Intelligence Service), Law or Teaching,
you need the language spoken by the fastest growing
minority in this country!

Academic Year &
Summer Abroad Programs
Cost is approximately $2,065.00 per semester and
$380.00 for round trip transportation.
CAU COUEC! for lull Information
1 -419-3720053, or write
o Or Mercedes Junquera. Director AYA in Spain
Dept. of Romance Languages. Shatzel 243
f Bowling Green. Ohio 43402.

Learning the language
isn't enough. You need
to know the culture.

She &owU &uff

CLASSIC SHETLANDS
"The Fall Fashion Sweater"
Can you ever have enough?
Not when the colors are as pretty as ours—
Choose from assorted colors, in Basic Crews,
V-Necks, Fair Isles and Henleys.

Perfect For Homecoming weekend

525 Ridge

1st BKrtWMotHAC Dams

352-6225

HOMECOMING MEANS
YOU AND FALCON FOOTBALL
Sat. October 16 1:30 Perry Field
Get your tickets to the BIG GAME today.
Avoid lonalines at theaate and purchase your tickets early. See VOU there^
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Deshler, Ohio

"CORN CITY"
U.S.A.
"It's a risk every year, and it's one I'm willing
to take. In this business, you have to be a
gambler."
—Julian Lange,
Deshler farmer
Story by Marcia Sloan
Photos by Dale Omori
Deshler, Ohio is corny. From the cornfields surrounding the edge of town, to the
"Corn City Bar", many of the 2,000 inhabitants of this northwest Ohio town depend on
the autumn vegetable for their main source of income.
Known as "Corn City, U.S.A.," Deshler, located approximately 25 miles from
Bowling Green on State Rt. 18, is finding, however, that this may not be the year to boast
of its agricultural productivity.
A dry summer, high fertilizer prices, and low grain exports are making Julian Lange.
who, along with his son, farms 600 acres, nervous about the corn harvest.
"When you figure in all your overhead costs, the fertilizer, the seed, and the labor,
we're just barely going to make it this year," he said. "In fact, there's probably some
farmers who aren't going to cut it."
Lange said one of the reasons he and his son Larry will be able to make it this year
despite the summer drought is because they don't concentrate all their effort on one crop.
"WE RAISE some corn, wheat and oats here, so if one crop is bad that year we have
the others to pull us out," he said. "The fact that we own our own land also helps a lot.
"A lot of these farmers around here rent land out, and have to take out loans in order
to do that. If you have loans out on your land, on your rented land, on your machinery,
and on your crops, and then you have a year like this, there's no way you can stay in the
business for long."
Dave Seeman, the general manager of the Deshler Grain Elevator, said the price of corn
has fallen very low this year.
"The prices are just terrible this year," he said. "Last year this time we were giving
about S2.7S a bushel and this year it's around SI.90.
"When you multiply that by the thousands, you can see why there's some pretty
unhappy farmers this year."
Although the corn supply Is down this year, a lack of overseas shipment is keeping the
demand, and the price, down.
"WHEN WE were shipping overseas the prices were up and farmers were able to make
a profit, but this year's another story," Seeman said. "In a good year our total volume is
around $35 million. This year we'll be lucky to make $25 (million).
Despite the low prices, the attitude of the farmers in the elevator does not seem to be
one of despair.
Seeman greets them individually as they have the moisture content of the corn tested.
"Hello, Marvin. You have those back acres shelled yet?"
Two farmers, waiting for their entry receipts discuss various hybrids.
"I planted XL 490 and it hardly yielded a thing. Guess next year I'll go back to the old
stuff."
In the office, the radio blares Ed Johnson's Agri-Broadcasting Network News. Corn
down, wheat prices up. Steers up by two, hogs holding steady.
And back at the farm, Julian Lange and his son had two more wagonfuls of corn, ready
to take to town. Lange took a look at the wagon and shook his head.
"WE SHOULD have got this amount of corn with about two-thirds the amount of land
we went over," he said. "Maybe next year will be a better crop."
Lange said if he doesn't have one, he'll be one of the farmers to 'go under' this year?
"Naw, I've been doing this too long to do anything else.
"It's a risk every year, and it's one I'm willing to take," he said. "In this business, you
have to be a gambler."

•

J|k
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(top right)Julian Lange and his son Larry farm 600
acres outside of Deshler. "You can hardly do It as a
hobby anymore, "Larry said, referring to the rising costs
of farming, (lower right)A Deshler Elevator employee
measures the moisture of Lange's harvest. The moisture content Is lower than usual this year due to the dry
summer, (right)Julian walks back to his tractor after
helping Larry empty a load from the harvester,
(above)Larry begins picking corn on yet another acre.
Hopefully, this acre will provide a greater yelld than
some of the others which were planted earlier In the
season.
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Basie
. . . from Page 4
peat deal of respect for
their leader. "Basie's a
sweetheart" tenor saxophonist Eric Schneider
says.
"He's a real mellow
dude but, every now and
then, he lets you know that
it's still his band. The
Count really cares about
his musicians' welfare,
though. I was in a jam
recently and the Count

really helped me out."
Schneider adds that he
doesn't mind being on the
road because ". . If Basie
can do it at 78,1 sure can."
Schneider is 29 years old.
The band's drummer,
Ed Metz, played his first
concert with the band in
Toledo. He had never even
rehearsed with them before, but Metz played like
he'd been with the band for
years.

"I was more nervous
when Basie called me
around Labor Day and
asked me if I wanted the
job," Metz says. "Tonight,
I just tried to relax and I
had a ball,."
During the concert, the
musicians are constantly
interacting with each other
- cheering on the soloists
and playing off each others' ideas. But, presiding
over it all is the Count. He

TODAY...
BUY YOUR
82-83
ALL-SPORTS
PASS
Free for
the asking!

-—-ess Home Ec sews up image

after a fine solo
his band members and
when the rare sour note
occurs, he turns his head
away as if to say, 'I didn't
hear that.'
After the concert, the
musicians load the bus and
prepare to hit the road
again. The Count, deluged
by autograph seekers,
humbly smiles and signs
for the fans. He stops puffing his ever-present cigar
long enough to give a 12year-old girl a Kiss. The
girl said she enjoyed the
concert. The Count smiled,
acknowledging her praise.

THE COUNT drives his
scooter out to the bus and,
after everyone else has
boarded, he makes the
slow climb to his seat much like the slow, painful
ascension to the throne he
occupies as the "grand old
man of jazz."
The doors close and the
bus drives away. Another
night on the road. So, what
keeps Count Basie going?
"There are nights that
give all musicians wonder.
So, you keep hoping for
another night of wonder,"
he says.

by Mary Jo McVavy
itaff reporter

When many students
think of home economics,
the first thing that comes
to mind is cooking and
sewing. This is the image
that the department is trying to disspell.
Cooking and sewing is
still an important part of
Home Economics,' said
Bill Forisha, associate professor of home economics
in the division of human
development and family
studies.
"But it's much more
complicated than that
phrase allows," he added.
However, there is more to
the home economics department than these types
of classes, according to
Forisha and Doris Williams, acting chair of the
department.
People's image of
home economics probably
comes from their high
school experiences and
particularly those experiences of 10 and 20 years
ago," Forisha said. "I

think it's probably an outdated concept that developed maybe during the
1950's."

the University were In education whereas now 53 percent are in the College of
Arts and Sciences.

"HISTORICALLY, IT
(the 'cooking and sewing'
stereotype of home economics) emerged from an
education model which
was more or less teaching
high school students about
those kinds of things and
we have not overcome
that," Williams said.
"We must work harder
at informing the public of
new career opportunities,"
she said.
The old stereotype is
slowly dying, Forisha
added.
"In high school classes,
they're branching out into
child development and
marriage classes," he
said. "They have done a lot
of innovative things which
I suppose they've learned
from the universities,
which lead the way in those
areas."
Williams added that 15
years ago, most of the
home economics majors at

THESE PERSONS are
taking courses in fashion
STUDENTS, especially
merchandising, interior freshmen and sophomores,
design, textiles and cloth- are "often surprised that a
ing, general home econom- male walks in to teach
ics, and food science and their class," Forisha said.
"That has happened so
nutrition.
Not all home economics many times that I sort of
classes deal with house- enjoy it as a joke."
Forisha was the only
keeping and meal preparamale faculty member in
tion, Forisha said.
"I teach courses pri- the home economics demarily having to do with partment for four years
interpersonal dynamics but is now has five male
within the intimate envi- colleague.
Williams believes that
ronment or within the
this is a good example of
home," he said.
For instance, he teaches the expansion of the field in
Home Economics 105, the last several years.
"I know the male popwhich focuses on marulation is increasing (In
riage,
Forisha said.
,!
we focus on family. the home economics deBut we also focus a whole partment)," Williams
lot on the college commu- said. "We're having male
nity, dating and what goes involvement in fashion
merchandising, restaurant
on in college," he said.
"It's aimed toward giv- management, interior deing people kinds of infor- sign and family service."
She added that the inmation that they might be
able to improve their inter- crease in male involvepersonal lives - getting ment and the diversity of
more of what it is they're home economics majors is
wanting in relationship to due to marketability.
"It's where the jobs
lovers, future husbands
and wives, their children are," she said. "I think the
job market is even going to
or their parents.
"I talk about what I see become more diversified."

KA and ZBT
wish to congratulate the winners of our

Delta Zeta would
like to Congratulate
their New Actives
Tina Clymer
Kathi Mixer
We're proud of you!!!
Love your sisters!!!

3rd Annual Croquet Tournament
Greek Gatsby Man
1st Place Teams
Spirit Awards
Best Dressed

2 FREE Bottles with
Any 12". ' itemPma
4 FREE Bottles with
Any 16.1 Item Pizta
Just Ask1 No Coupon Needed1
GoodOct 11-17

as being the some of the
real issues that people are
going to be faced with in
marriage and family life,"
he added.

Guido Futica AXA
ATfi Lf Sis's, AXA
AEO #2, AHA
Deb Gruber, AHA
Bob Skowronek, EAE
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FOR LOW-INCOME HOISEHOLDS.
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S2.00 off your pizza.
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household lor Ihe last 12 months Income is all monet reeeited ineludine social
seeuntt henelils. teleran henelils. interest, stale unemplotmcnl benefits, workers
compensation, strike henelils. cash puhlie assistance and relict payments. HI AP
henelitsare calculated based on heating hills lor Ihe months ol IX'Cember. 1982. and
lanuart and t-chruart. IVK.l

UNICAM
$22.95

APPLICATIONS an .itailahlc al mant local ttcllarc olliccs. community achon
agencies and senior ciliA'nscenters

with coupon

APPI.V EARLY! Application riling deadline is lanuart II, I9KJ
inciuong you croc* ot over 1000 current frame (aw*** Tnied plastic
owsm. out ot uock lent** pnced hgner

for quality
eyeglasses
you may need
more than your
eyes examined.
THE FRICES WE ADVERTI8E
ARC THE PRICES YOU PAY
Njlur»ly you don-1 buy l| Igl
enary —». but «mn you Can lev
*»140 o> MO on • angle parr ot guswi. thai'i a sewing *orth a ir« to
BURIWGION OPTICAL
Our Man and kemee come «om the tame reputable manufacturers as
tneea at the moat aapanena opaoane. No matter now mucn you spend,
you can't BUY better or more poteaeronal Ming and service than ours
EVES EXAMINED BY OR KENNETH G BAKER. 0 0
am., IWI • m t JM. iMues t ssa ui i an soaoaeo wso a tux

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME

• Positive Sound Control

tor more information call the Ohio HI AP olhce between Ihe hours X a m - 5
p.m. Mondat through Indat toll-tree

BG ECONOMY
MUFFLER

1-800-282-0880

The
National
Student
Exchange
•

•

•

•

Information Meeting
Thursday October 14, 7O0pm
Alumni Rm, Union

PHONE#
354-1278

11055
BOWLING GREEN
ROAD

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO,
835 HIGH ST. - RENTAL OFFICE
PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Special Rates on Sublease Apts.
APARIWtT COMPLEXES
OTHER RENTALS
Houses
Haven House
Piedmont Apts
Efficiences
- 8th & High St.
1 Bedroom
Birchwood Place
Furnished &
- 650 Sixth St.
Unfurnished
Maple Grove
818 Seventh St.

Small Buildings

FEATURES

- between 6th & 7th Sts, 2 Bedroom-Furnished
^^^
Gas Heat
/^Wtm\
Laundry Area in Each Bldg.
jV*. UV^
Tenants Pay Electric Only
adll
Lots of Closet Space
^j^*""
Ample Parking

>

• ALL RESIDENTS ARE GRANTED THE PRIVELEGE
OF A MEMBERSHIP TO THE CHERRY WOOD
HEALTH SPA 835 HIGH ST.
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It's A Football Game
And

MORE..,
The Wildest Weekend of the year starts

TONIGHT!
Start it out right by breaking the Guinness Book of world record's

&

longest Human snake dance
Grab your friends and get into the
action....
7:00 at the Union Oval.

»H

Too Early? ...Join everyone as they win(| by

r

0\x

or

AND
?\ THE FUN DOESN'T STOP HERE...
ft

TONIGHT

Snake dance leads to
tiff the Stadium where the
Bonfire and Pep Rally
%
gets everyone rowdy
for this weekend's
athletic Games!

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

HAPPY HOURS
4-6 PM
CARNIVAL
4-11 PM
Musical Entertainment
Michhart & Cowden
8-10 PM FREE

Tailgate Party
11-1 PM
CARNIVAL
GAMES END-11 PM
Musical Entertainment
Michhart & Cowden
6-8 PM FREE

Get Psyched.

AND IT'S ALL
HAPPENING
WEST OF THE
STADIUM
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SPORTS
Fans to play big role tomorrow
Like Dorothy in "The Wizard of
Oz", the Bowling Green football team
knows that, atleast this Saturday,
there is no place like home.
After a demoralizing defeat last
weekend at Miami, the Falcons return to their nest in northwest Ohio to
take on the Northern Illinois Huskies
Saturday at 1:30 at Doyt Perry Field.
The natural thing that occurs after
a game like that in Oxford, is to have
a letdown - to get down so low emotionally that it is difficult to be adequately prepared for the next
contest. However, the game is homecoming for BG and that will help sooth
the unrestful minds formed by the
disappointing loss.
"The team was starting to get their
minds back on the next game in front
of them when that picture in the (BG
News) came out and showed, without
a doubt, that (BG's Brian) McClure
was down (on the infamous play that
resulted in a MU touchdown) before
he threw thatpass," BG coach Denny
Stolz said. "That makes it tougher for
them to forget about it."
It may be difficult to forget the
Miami game, especially after the
newfound evidence, but, nevertheless, it has to be put in the past. The
final score will never change.
THAT IS WHY this weekend is so
very important, according to Stolz.
Homecoming will add incentive to the
team. But more importantly, Mid-

American Conference title dreams
are still very much alive in the BG
camp.

SIDELINE
Keith Walther
Assistant sports editor

"There is a lot of football left in this
ol' league," Stolz said. "Our football
team still feels that it has an excellent
chance to win the conference. They
have good reason to feel that way because they do.
"They (the BG team) have a lot of
Cride. They'll play well this week. We
ave to get down to the next one. We
have to get going."
One of the keys for the Falcons to
bounce back this Saturday may be fan
support,
according to Stolz.
r
'All these things (homecoming
etc.) are in our favor," he said. "We
need a win badly. And a big enthusiastic homecoming crowd will definently
help.
"The Western Michigan game was
the first time since I've been here that
the crowd really motivated the team.
They all stood as a group and cheered
the defense on during that last Western drive. The defense was tired but
still got the job done. Don't think the

crowd didn't help them! By God,
that's when you know that you are
playing at home. We need all that
(Saturday)."
EVERYONE KNOWS about the
Eush to average 17.000 fans at the five
ome games this season. That is, the
Falcons have to have a total of 85,000
people make their way through the
turnstiles this fall to be reclassiiied as
Division I-A. Right now, according to
University Sports Information Director Allan Cnamberlin, the Falcons
have drawn an unofficial 37,607 for a
plus of 3,607 over the 17,000 average
needed.
"We're hoping to draw 20,000 or
more Saturday, Chamberlin said.
"It will really help. It may give us the
padding we need to make it because
you just never know what the weather
will be like later in the season - or
Saturday for that matter."
It would be too bad if Bowling
Green fans, especially the students,
decide to stay away this Saturday.
Some may have jumped off the bandwagon once BG lost to Miami. That
would be a premature move, according to Stolz, because the season is far
from being over and the team needs
the support of the student body now
more than ever.
"There has to be an advantage to
playing at home," as Stolz put it,
besides using the same showers that
you do all week."

BG News photo/Ron Hagler
The Bowling Green fans will be a key factor in tomorrow'* gam* against Northern Illinois at Doyt Perry Field at
1:30. As the Falcons seek to bounce back from their disappointing loss at Miami last week, fan support, according
to coach Denny Stolz, becomes a very important aspect of the game.

Good friends stand up for you
when you need them.

Cards nip Milwaukee,
even Series at one-all
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Pinch- struck out looking to start
hitter Steve Braun walked the inning, Ken Oberkfell
with the bases loaded to jerked a single to right
drive in the winning run in held. Oberkfell, who had
the eighth inning and relief stolen just 11 bases during
ace Bruce Sutter slammed the season, then stole secthe door on Milwaukee as ond as Milwaukee catcher
the St. Louis Cardinals re- Ted Simmons' throw was
bounded from the indignity well off the mark.
of 24 hours earlier to even
A fly to medium right
the 79th World Series at
one game a piece with a 5-4 field by Hernandez sent
victory over the Brewers Oberkfell to third and
Brewer starter Don Sutton
last night.
showed his first sign of
As their manager, wildness. He walked
Whitey Herzog. had told George Hendrick on a 3-2
them the nignt before, Eitch and the Cardinals
ad runners at the corners.
when they lost Game One
1(M), the Cardinals turned
The crowd, which alterthe page in this year's Senately had booed and
ries oook.
cheered the home team,
After a travel day today, was in a frenzy of anticipathe Series resumes tomor- tion, standing and cheering
row night at Milwaukee as Porter, their playoff
County Stadium with Pete hero, came to the plate.
Vukovich going for MilPorter, who batted .556
waukee against St. Louis'
in the NL Championship
Joaquin Andujar.
Trailing 4-2, the Cardi- Series to earn the Most
nals tied the score with two Valuable Player award,
runs in the sixth inning, took Sutton's first pitch, a
then won it in the eighth ball. Sutton came back
with the bases-loaded walk with a fastball on the outto Braun, who had driven side corner, a called strike,
in only four runs during the as Porter looked at home
plate umpire Bill Haller in
season.
astonishment.
After a travel day today,
Herzog then gambled.
the Series resumes tomorrow night at Milwaukee He had Hendrick running
County Stadium with Pete on the next pitch, and PorVukovich going for Mil- ter poked the offering into
waukee against St. Lotus' the left-field corner, scorJoaauin Andujar.
ing both Oberkfell and
Hendrick. Porter was
THE CARDINALS had credited with a double but
tied the score 4-4 with two reached third when Milruns in the sixth, as the waukee left fielder Ben
crowd of 53,723 at Busch Oglivie's throw sailed
Stadium finally had some- through the infield for an
error. It was Milwaukee's
thing to cheer about.
After Tommy Herr first World Series error.

CONGRATULATIONS

U
Bob
Gorr

.

Gwynne
Gulliford

ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT

The Brothers of Phi Delta Theta
would like to congratulate
our newest actives

Dave Schug
Scott Burke

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

Congratulations!
-M>

■Ma

&
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Strike T-shirts distasteful to women NFL All-Stars to play in Los Angeles

JACKSON, Mich. (AP) - Under pressure from women's groups, a retailer
has yanked from store shelves Tshirts that depict a football-starved
fan slugging his wife.
The shirts were meant as a spoof,
said Brian Breslin, vice president of
public and consumers affairs at Meijer's Thrifty Acres, based in Grand
Rapids with 32 stores across Michigan
ana Ohio.
He said the T-shirts were removed
"because a segment of the public we
serve has reacted - and perhaps overreacted - to the cartoon. We want to

be sensitive to their concerns."
The shirts, which sold for $3.97 a
piece, are emblazoned with the
statement "I survived the football
strike" and bear a cartoon of a roughlooking male football fan punching an
apron-clad woman in the face. The
National Football League players'
walkout began after the second week
of the season.
"The shirts are degrading and offensive to women," said Marcy Guild,
Ksident of the Jackson Chapter
National Organization for Women.
"They promote domestic violence as

being amusing while there have been
more than 100 women who have been
maimed and beaten who have come to
the (AWARE) shelter this year. I
certainly don't find that amusing."

"Everyone who's seen it has said,
hey, it's a great shirt," Joey Girardin,
Shirt Shack's owner, said Wednesday.
"It was not meant with any malice."
About 1,200 of the shirts have been
distributed to customers in the Midofwest, said Girardin, adding he was
discontinuing the shirt because it
wasn't selling as well as expected.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Despite the
strike by the National Football
League Players Association, it appears there will be competition involving NFL athletes next Sunday
afternoon and Monday night.
A game matching players from the
Eastern Divisions of the American
and National Football Conferences is
set for Sunday afternoon at Robert F.
Kennedy Stadium in Washington,
D.C.
It was announced Tuesday at a
news conference that a contest involv-

Kagel lists the newest strike proposals
COCKEYSVILLE, Md.
(AP) - Mediator Sam Kagel indicated yesterday
that he is prepared to work
round-the-clock with bargainers for the National
Football League owners
and players in an effort to
end the 23-day players'
strike.
Kagel, 73, first read a
one-sentence statement
following a 1%-hour meeting with two leaders from
each side - executive director Ed Garvey and
6resident Gene Upshaw for
le union and executive
director Jack Donlan and
general counsel Sargent
Karch for the Management
Council.
"The parties' proposals
and counterproposals are
being reviewed and dis-

epth a
process shall be continued," he said.
Kagel, 73, a San Francisco lawyer named Tuesday to mediate the union's
contractual dispute with
the league, went to work
immediately in a hotel in
this Baltimore suburb,
meeting individually with
both sides to hear their
proposals.
The proposals as outlined by the negotiators:
The union is seeking a
$1.6-billion, four-year financial package with players to be paid according to
a basic wage scale and
performance bonuses.
Funding for the wage scale
would come from the
teams and a percentage of
the league's $2.13-biilion

television contract.
Management has countered with a $1.6 billion,
five-year plan, with salaries to be determined
through the traditional individual bargaining process. The owners nave
objected to both the creation of a central fund and

1906.
The union has proposed
increasing the annual pension funding from $8.1 milion to $15 million.
Management has said it
will upgrade yearly pension credits, adding up to
$10 a year to the dollar
amount offered.

COUPON
TAKE A CHANCE ON US
Bring this coupon and receive Automatic 5%

O

O
c

off any mask. Any Purchase over $25.00 take
a roll of the DIE for additional Discount.

3z

THE HALLOWEEN SHOP
188 S. Main • Mini-Mall
332-7813

MON WED 10-3

in conjunction wuh

UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Offers to the Students of
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

)\

(Homecoming
Weekend
Hair cuts 5.00

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
SERVICES
• Reasonable Rates

Blow dry 5.00

MINI-MALL
BEAUTY SALON
190 S. Main, B.G. 352-7658

• Professional Quality on the Most Sophisticated
Typesetting Equipment in Bowling Green

DROP OPT / PICK UP
STATION for

Call 372-2601 or slop by 106 University Hall

LONG'S Cleaners
at
Jeans N'Things

THE LAW SOCIETY

531 Ridge St. (Next to Mac West)

OF

VALID ID'S ONLY $1.00

ENDS TONIGHT
7th WEEK!

Hi Ml you up w***r«you Mtofff,.
HICIIAHD
HHili*
QRMH
AM

omCEK

AJVBA
GENTLEMAN _

'/M

fhrm X'"

Ice Cold Beer & Wine
Racketeers
Facing R.R. Tracb

The Bowling Green Chapter of
the AAUP and the Bowling
Green Faculty Association
are pleased to announce their formation
of a joint Political Action Committee
and their endorsemant of James R.
Sherck for U.S. Congress.
We encourage all members of the BGSU community to study how
Republican D. Lotta's voting record has impacted on the enconomic
foundation of universities.

GET YOUR TICKET EARLY!

interest in law or who plan on attending
law school in the future.

ST /.T.^OM

merica

Take stock in A

*

516 E. Wooster
Bowling Green

352-1504

accepted on order
or $5.00 or more
delivery or dining room.

(1) FREE twoLiter Bottle
Mr. Pibb
with any
12"(1) item 'x
Pizza Qj
offer good til
10-2*82

THE MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE IS OPEN WEEKDAYS FROM 9-5. GET
YOUR HOMECOMING TICKET TODAY AND AVOID THE TICKET LINE ON
SATURDAY. STUDENT GENERAL ADMISSION: $2.00 FOR GROUP SEATING,
CONTACT A TICKET OFFICE REPRESENTATIVE.

Membership is open to all students with an

where
man has
never been.
WIICIC IIHJII
I1UJ"*'
B • WALT DISNEY'S AT
A 7 30 1 9 15

you've heard it said,
"To make money, you have
to have moneyT
The truth is, you have to
know how to save money
before you can tliink about
making more.
Thatfc why more and
more people are joining the
Rwroll Savings Plan to buy
US. Savings Bonds. That
way, a little is taken out of
each paycheck automatically.
In no time, you'll have
enough Bonds for a new car,
your child's education, even a
dream vacation.
Whatever you save for.
Bonds are the safest, surest
way to gain capital.

Ice 71b Bag

at 7:00 p.m. in South Hall, Room 111

M,

Time and again,

2 Liter

89'
89*
75*

announces its annual organizational
meeting Thursday, October 14,1982

AT 7:30 i 9:30 GRfeAT ENTERTAINMENT
AT A GREAT PRICE!! JM
lALL SEATS ANYTIME

Capital
Gain.

1/2 Pounder

"COLORit TERRIFIC"

AT 7.30 « 9 tS^tr"^''

CLA-ZEL

Potato Chips

BGSU

THURSDAY STUDENTS WITH

CINEMA 142

Both games will be televised nationally by the Turner Broadcasting System. A spokesman for TBS said the
two games have been sold to 90 commercial television stations around the
country and "we're hopeful of having
over 100 by Friday, giving us 85 to 90
percent coverage of the United
States."

FritoLay or Ruffles
Sprite-Diet or Reg.

Dairy Queen Bldg.

THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS

)Get ready for

Tuesday night and today.
"We're still in the process of contacting players," he said. "We're
having no trouble getting players to
agree to play."
Alexander would not comment on
the identity of the competing players
until a roster is announced.
Former Chicago Bears center Mike
Pyle will coach the AFC team and exSt. Louis Cardinals multi-purpose
player Johnny Roland will lead the
NFC team, it was announced.

"COUPON

Ffll

>

a wage scale.
The union is seeking severance pay amounting to
$15,000 per player for each
year in the league, plus $4,000 for each season played
prior to 1982, up to $30,000.
Management has offered
$10,000 for each year
played between 1983 and

ing AFC and NFC Western Division
players will be held at the Los Angeles
Coliseum the following night.
The contest at the home of the Los
Angeles Raiders is scheduled to start
at 9 p.m. EDT. Union officials said
rosters would to be announced late
last night.
"We re pleased that we're able to
continue playing football," said former San Francisco 49ers' defensive
back Kermit Alexander, a one-time
NFLPA president who is now a union
consultant. "This is an alternate
means of producing income for the
players.
"WE BELIEVE THIS matter (the
players strike) will be settled. We will
have NFL football, it's just a matter
of when."
Alexander said players who will
take part in next Monday night's
game would arrive in Los Angeles

Mf
^

Mon-Wed
Thurs-Sat
Sun.

(1) FREE twoLiter Bottle of
MR. PIBB
w/
purchase of any
14" pizza
offer good HI
10-24-82

(2)FREE twoLiter Bottle
MR. PIBB
with any 16"
(1)item
*
Pizza jQ
off i good III JH
10-24-82

Meet Me at the Station.
SUNDAY - PITCHER NITE
MONDAY - ROCK NITE
TUESDAY - LADIES NITE
(THE BEST LADIES NITE IN NORTHWEST OHIO)
WEDNESDAY - LOCOMOTIVE NITE
(GET 'LOCO* WITH PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
AND DRAFT 8PM -11PM)
THURSDAY - DOUBLE VISION NITE
8PM-11PM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY - LADIES NITE
CONDUCTORS SPECIAL EVERY HOUR
ON THE HOUR 8PM -11 PM

W

Hours
11 :OOam - 2:00 am
11 :OOam - 3:00am
3:30pm - 2:00 am

LOCATED IN STADIUM
VIEW PLAZA

352-1223
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ALL THE WA Y FOR DIVISION I-A
It wss lost m Unv Hal Plena caf
Lam al 352 7979

CLASSIFIEDS

Rewsrd Lg orartga mala cat nutly
tal. floe collar. 'Souls'' vicinity ol N
OrovoaPoe 352-8135

Clo.n.f .ad iai«t ore 40c per line. SI JO minimum. BOLD ITPf 50c ..Iro p..
ad Approximately 25 to 30 spaces per !("•
CAMPU17CITY IV1MT1 Unrig, 'or non-profit, public service ottivitiel will b.
.n»»tt»d ONCI for <<•• and ot regular rotes thereafter.
Deadline (or oil listing* it 7 dayt belore publication at 4:00 p.m Friday ot
4 p.m. it the doodlino lor the Tuvtdoy edition
Collided lormi or. available Ot the M News ettlce. 10* University Hall.

1980 High Scltool Ring found m
Untv Hal Describe and clam al univ
PoslOthce

SERVICES OFFERED

a SHUT M0NEV. $8 25 WED .
OCT 20 AT 9 P M IN RM 140
OVERMAN

CAMWJS/CITY EVENTS
Od 14. 1982
ADDITIONAL RECREATION TIME:
The Student Recreation Center «
now open, effective Ocl 1.7am to
rtaJragM Early morning swimming a)
■too bang offered on a tnel basis on
Men
Wed . and Fn . wtien the
Cooper Pool wa be open for lap
ewtmmavj from 7 a m to 2 p m
Pumpkin Sals
Od 20«i. forum. 115
Pumpkins ot al seres on sale
Sponsored by Charaea Board

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
■ A.M.
10:00 P.M
1-800-4 3M039

LOST AND FOUND
Found. Coupon Booh between Fine
Ana and Student Services on Friday
10/8/62. eel to darn 352 5311
Found Man s Jacket m Hays Hal. call
Judy al 352-2801 lo identity

Astrology charts drawn & interpreted
Cal 3541357

Found Pur ol eyeglasses in Iron! of
Anderson Arena on Wed . Sept. 29

Expert Typing
Reasonable Rales
Cal 352-7305 after 5pm

Cal 353-6785
Gold Watch tound m University Hal.
Contact BO News office'

RACQUCTBALL CLUB MEETING
PURPOSE TURN IN DUES. $12 00

131 W. WOOSTER ST
382-8284

ABBY TOWNS:
Thanks for reminding me hear
much good times and good friends
mean Lovs Vs. Alias The wench.

CHRIS LANOIS
THANKS FOR ASKING ME TO
WATCH TV. WITH YOU HOMECOMING WEEKEND! LOVE-ONE
THOUGHTFUL PERSON.

ATO'S-IT WAS FUN BEING YOUR
CROQUET TOURNIE COACH1
SORRY WE DtONT PULL IN A VICTORY' A SPECIAL CONGRATS
GOES TO YOUR UL SIS' FOR A 1 si
PLACE SPIRIT AWARD" LOVE YA
ALL- SUSIE

Coeege I D Thursday
Live Rock N Rol
Happy hours al night
MBotsngles
Congrats Grubes A Kesey lor winning
the ZBT—KD Croquet Tourney1
Grubes. you're always the best
dressed Congrats lor wwwng beat
dressed also1 With love. The Sellers
of Alpha XI DeHa

ATTENTION: All girls Interested In
participating In the Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant— There will
be a contestant Information meeting on Ocl. 19. 1982 at 7:00 pm In
the Union (Check for signs In Union
ss to sssct room.)
ATTENTION
ALL LADIES WHO
LIVED ON 3rd LOWRY LAST YEAR'
WE ARE HAVING A GET TOGETHER
THIS FRI0AY OCT 15th AT 9:00.
340 MAC EAST COME AND VISIT
WITH YOUR OLD BUDDIES FOR
MORE INFO CALL MERD AT 24710

Congrats Gwynne and Bob on your
engagement What a rock1 Love la"
PJ

Congratulations. ATO ttUe sasss for
winning the spirit award Sunday Nice
Job'

Lost Blue back pack with 2 car keys
and a house key on a chevy key ring

CONGRATULATIONS TO DEB AND
KELLY OF ALPHA XI DELTA ON
WINNING THE SORORITY
CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE ZETA BETA
TAU-KAPPA DELTA CROQUET
TOURNAMENT- YOU NEVER
PLAYED CROQUET BEFORE HUH'
SUPER JOB. LADIES' LOVE YOUR
COACHES

SAUZA'S CORNER
YOU BREAK IT. I'LL FIX IT
YOU NEED SOMETHING. I'LL GET
IT YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND? I'LL
EXPLAIN IT CALL ME AT THE DELT
HOUSE. 2-2385

COME BLOW YOUR HORN

TACOS TACOS TACOS
501 EVERY THURS.. M PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 14] E. W00STER. EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY!

The Athletic Band is now organizing.
All students interested in playing for the Hockey and
Basketball games are invited to contact the Band Office
(Room 1010, Music Building) in person, or by phone
(372-2181) to obtain information pertaning to registration
and performance schedule. Brass especially welcome.

Belsy Coeer-Congratulations on your
Alpha Sigma Phi Pinning to Carl1
Lo.e_ Your DG Sisters
CATHY BOCKHORST
YOU'RE
DOING A GREAT JOB AS ALPHA PHI
PRESIDENT WE LOVE YA'

CONGRATULATIONS
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSE
FALL PLEDGE CLASS
Gat sat lor great tlmas ahead aa
you pledge. Love. The While hoses.

Just ONE leal due. "friendahlp la the
key " Welcome to the Family!
Your Bag and Grand Btg77
Delta Gamma Kidnap October 221
Delta Gamma Kidnap October 221
Delia Gamma Kidnap October 221
Doctor John O' Toole-Thanlca lor
taking care ol me when I waa feeing
blue Have a good rime thai weekend.
II be missing you Love, your little
monaler
FALCON FOOTBALL TEAM:
Wa aM love you and we know you
can do ill' See you at the CeMomia
Bowl' Love, the tedws ol 1st and 2nd
higna Chapman

^^^

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster 353-3211
Walk-Ins Welcome
•••HAPPY HOUR"*
NOON TH. NINE MTWTRFS
•"HOLIDAY INN"'
Having a warm-up or post game party
this weekend? Cal Sub-Me-Ouick tor
our large part suba al 352-4683
Hay Alpha Phi's. Gel peyched for our
field representative and nexl week's
events'
Hey everyone • carl Laura 2-1821
and wish her e Happy 20th Birth-

5. Eam 2 hrs. credit

CORD i DENIM JEANS. ASSORTED
STYLES—S9.95, 110.95. 8 111.95.
JEANS N' THINGS 531 RIDGE ST.
Customised T-Shlrls A Jerseys for
your group or organization
Lowest Prlcss-Fsst Delivery.
Call Jim 353-7011

Jamie Gibson. Gel psyched for the
end of the Big Hunt tonight1 You're
the greatest little Ph. Mu Love and
Mine. Your Big.

EDCI 100: Vocabulary, comprehension
jEDCl 101: Speed Rdg.. 2 credit hours

or

& study skills. 2 credit hours

Cash and Carry Specials

FANCY CARNATIONS
SWEETHEART ROSES

FALCON I
HOCKEY
SEASON
TICKETS
ARE STILL
AVAILABLE!!

$10 Doz.
(delivered $15)

LONG STEM RED ROSES

$8 Doz.
ChoiceofColor

$10 Doz.

Remember Sweetest Day Sat. 16th

Myles Flowers

SEASON TICKETS SAVE YOU MONEY!
CONTACT THE MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE TODAY FOR YOUR
HOCKFY SFASON TICKETS.

Dairy Queen BMg.
Facing Railroad Tracks
w
w
w

THE

(r- si!

LIL' JULIE SEBO
I can't wait lo see you
Phi Mu Love. Your Big
Little Joeto
The Btg Hunt Is almost to an end
And my Identity win be known.
So the last clue thai I will send,
Is to go where the PM Mu ghosts
roaml
Phi Mu Love,
YourBkj
Lynn Tanner. Congratulations on being named Bright Carnation1 Love C
BtgPJ.
MARK STRMAC- YOU AND ME
SWEETIE' TODAY, TOMORROW
AND ALWAYS- I LOVE YOU!
CATHY
Mr Bojangles rocks with
"Fiat Nofeon' Bile week

"NEW"

Dixie Electric Co

No coyer with coeege I D.
.al Bojengtea Thursday^

Personalized Musics! Meaaagas
by SINGING GREETINGS
You give us the iscts-we write
end sing the song

332-6673

Phi Delta Theta
WE REMEMBER
April 6. 1981

An Entertainment Utility

Doors Open
8:30

874-2253

F. Floommate Wanted
Spring Sam . S400iSemeetor t Utatiea. Cal 352 3928

j «mifitm | But Bring Your
| College I.D.
Admit One j For Surprises

F RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER HAVEN HOUSE APT,
LIKE NEW S125/MO 1 ELEC
CALL TAMI 362-884B
F. ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 2ND
SEMESTER. LOW RENT, CLOW TO
CAMPUS, 140 MANVILLE. CALL

352-5412.

•••HOLIDAY INN-"
LIVE BAND-DANCE
HAPPY HOUR
Al L NIGHT IHUHSDAY

1 F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835
4TH ST , BTWN HIGH S S COLLEGE
$580 SEM
FURNISHED
CALL 352-0759.

Pumpkin Sale
Ocl 20th. Forum. 11 -5
Pumpkins ol al sues on sale
Sponsored by Chsrihee Board
PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP
X-COUNTRY SKI SALES AND
RENTAL 131 W WOOSTER ST
352-6264
RANDt OSTRY
The PHI MU S wan you al the luck In
Ihe work) XI running lor Homecoming
Representative' We're befwid you
1031," Love. Your Pin Mu Sisters
Records are made lobe broken 26.660 wii fall al Perry Field this Satur'II: -: - :0 ^C-.VSW;;
Reminder NOW is the lime to sign up
lor STUDENT TEACHING in Winter.
1983 «i Ihe GREATER CLEVELANO
area (east or west suburbs), the
LORAIN and Elyne area, or the FIRELANDS area Room 444 Coeege of
Education
RHODEENIA A2D
CONGRATS" IT S THE REAL THING
KIDDO' I'M REALLY THRILLED FOR
YOU DO YOU THINK I'LL EVER GET
MINE IN THIS UFETIME? HAPPINESS ALWAYS LOVE YOUR ROOMIE
SALEM!
Locker Room Sporting Goods
tM N. Main SI.
EVERYTHING 15% OFF
Saturday's menu. Falcon Football and
the UAO Carnival That's what Homecoming is al about" Be there and see
lor yourself
Scott. To my Isvortls guy snd cookie bear. Get psyched lor a lentaetic weekend. I promise to be good!
Love You, Pimps.
WFAL radio elation says...Choose a
gift with distinction for your
sweetie or Sweetest Day-OcL tC al
MILLS JEWELRY, H2 S. Main.
TACOS TACOS TACOS
SO- EVERY THURS., 5-8 PM AT SUB
ME QUICK. 143 E. WOOSTER. EAT
IN OR CARRY OUT ONLY I
THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA
PHI WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATU
LATE CARL I BETSY ON THEIR
ALPHA SIG—DELTA GAMMA PIN
NINO
THE BROTHERS Of ALPHA SIGMA
PHI WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATU
LATE BOB WADE ON HIS ELECTION
AS PRESIDENT OF IFMOC
The brothers ol Alpha Tau Omega
would like lo thank al those ladies for
throbbing our hearts ant Saturday
Love Ye.
i_
The Card Section cnaaanges the real
ol the campus lo attend the BG
Northern sVma game this Saturday'
IS COMrNQI
IS COMING!
IS COMING!
1982

Today la Oaryn Roberta Birthday.
Be pare to wtah haw a happy enel

TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION
DOUBLE VISION NIGHT
8 p.m -11 pm.
LOCATED IN STADIUM VIEW PLAZA

Belly-Up Party

WANTED
Affluent suburban Cleveland couple, lovely home, wlah lo adopt newbom Caucasian baby. Al expenses
paid Strictest confidence
(216)
382-2703 ovanJnrje o weekends.

2 female Roommalea needed Spring
Semester Close to Campus. 2nd and
High Cal Erica at 352-4062

To my precious little Chriatien Weekley Tonight le Ihe night!
Much Love. Your Phi Mu big

Home of the WIOT

Yol To Steve feather »"d way •nttre
White Roea Committee: We wlah to
eipreea our thena end appreciation
lor all ol the herd work and effort
you put Into Rush. YOU'RE DOING
A GREAT JOBIII Love, The While
Roaee.

P-L-E-D—G—E-S
D.O
pledgee are the best' We love you
guys' Love, your sisters.

THE PULSE OF LIFE
THE PULSE OF LIFE
IHE PULSE OF LIFE
OCTOBER 28.
SRC

*?

WE NEED YOU!
ESCORT SERVICE
CXIMMUTER CENTER. 2-O3B0

F rmte needed for Spring ■emeatar
Deku apt with great roommates'
SiOO'mo Cal M-w-F after 8pm
353-9905

For information contact: Dr. Mercedes Jufiquera
Romancjylanguages
245 Shatzel
372-0053

4. Cut study time in half

Karen Baxa-Good Luck at the game
Saturday We hope you are voted
Senior Representative' Lola ol Love,
Your Delta Gamma Setters

Want a date? Need a ma*e? It's
never too late! Listen to WFAL BBS
AM't "Foxhunt" every Thureday
nlte, can In lo Ihe person anting in
who picks a date baaed on eetBera.
73»B:»0 pm

352-6061

Homecoming Baftoon Boqueta

2. Improve Comprehension
3. Skim at better than 1200 worn

Than was one liny inng you forgot
to mention In our Interview I had to
hear N on the etreetsl Beat of luck
as Homecoming Rep. Candidate
you've got my voted DZ love and
especially mine, Karen at

T-ehkl silk
not
getting your oMrte fro
N'
THMOS -yaw probably peyine, too
much!! Jeana N' Thlnga. 1)1 Ridge
St

HOODED SWEATSHIRTS 8 PANTS.
8 NEW COLORS TO CHOOSE
FROMI
JEANS N'THINOS
531
RIDGE ST.

It can be found in Madrid, Spain! |
Dates: May 11 to July 12
Credits given for Spanish 101 - 102 - 2Q'l - 202
The best way to learn the language and the
culture is to be there!

1. Double or Triple present rales

TOM MAHCHAL

HELP! P. RMTE. NEEDED NeWEDtATELV. FURNISHED EXCEPT OWN
BEDROOM. I145/MO.- NO UTH.ITIES— CALL AWN 1S4-H00.

day

Looking for the Spanish Cluster?

LEARN TO
SPEED READ

SO. WHAT DID

YOU THaNK Of MY THWQ-? LOVE.

Mr a.

Love.

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
ASS'N MEETING 5:00 THURS. OCT.
14, 310 University Hall. EVERYONE
WELCOME.

PURCELL S BIKE SHOP
FEATURING PEUGOT BIKES

COMPETITION TOUGH?
TIRED OF WRESTLING
WITH YOUR BOOKS?

JUOY LUTHMAN

Hope your Btg Hum has been a JAM"

CONGRATULATIONS MARCIA
On Senior Rep The crown awaits
you'1 Good Luck on Saturday you
deserve it al'l Love. Annie

BAMBINE-You've finally made HI
Thla may be a reason to go out 8
celebrale tonight. Congratulations.
Lose, Lent.

PERSONAL

OwneafttSl SsHsafOfl BatfTrbasfTI.

TO OUR KAPPA SKI HOMECOMWG
DATES: BRIAN, DEIMARAMO'S
BRINGING THE 0IN, RUM, ANO
WINE. JEFF, LOOK OUT FOR
SWEET LOOKING THESINO CAUSE
SHE BIRO DOGS OUR DATES EVEBYTIME! GEORGE, OBERLI SAYS
SHE WANTS A SOUVENIR-LIKE
THE SHERATON MM SIGN. JIM.
YOU KNOW FOR SURE BECKSTEIN'S GOING TO BE LOOKING
MIGHTY FINE. BILL, EAGLE PROMISES TO BE ABLE TO WALK A
SEMI-StRAIGHT LINE. WE'RE SUPER PSYCHED FOR HOMECOMING! LOVE, YOU FAVORITE ALPHA
PHI'S.

HELP WANTED
OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer'year
round Europe. S Amer. Auatraks
Asia
AH fields
S500-S1200
monthly
Sightseeing
Free Into
Wnle IX Box 52-OH3 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92626
__^

FOR SALE
ATTN HOCKEY PLAYERS —BAUER
BLACK PANTHER SKATES FOR
SALE. 10 112. BRAND NEW' MAKE
OffER CALL TONY. 352-3998
CANON CAMERA 35MM MODEL
0L17
AUTOMATIC'MANUAL
APERTURE RMG MANUAL FOCUS.
RANGE-FINDER. 40MM
LENS
ONLY 3 YRS OLD. EXCELL COND
ORK3 $150. NOW SELLING WITH
CASE t STRAP POR ONLY $80
CALL PATTY AT 372-6805
POP OPEN lenms racket «i gd oond
Must sell $35-40 Cal 372-6087 or
372-2601 and ask lor Kerth Nego
lame
1978 Laberon Exceeent condition.
low rraago. a new rarMa Loaded
wNn options, muel eel. 372-3750
Furniture
1 wooden rocker, good cond 1
recovered awivel chair, excel 3541296 after 4 pm
t
Tent 9 x 13. nylon Exc Cond.,
sleeps 5 $50 Cal 353-4011 evenigs
HARWOND KARDON STEREO RECEIVER. 20 W, KENWOOD DIRECT
TURNTABLE WILL SACRIFICE. DAVID 352-02*1.
1971 PONTIAC LE MANS RUNS
GOOD AND BODY IN GOOD CONDITION CALL 352-6189 or 3620764.
1970 Bauer. $900 00 or boat otter
Cal 288-2607

FOR RENT
Leasing for 2nd Semester

1 or 2 bdrm. apts . turn or unfum
$190 or S220/mo PendkMon Management 352-2276 II 6pm 3520232 or 352-6992 eves
Lovely Facaly-VVoman's Out) of BO
134 N Prospect. Please Cal 3526700
You owe it lo yoursel to chock out
Mid Am Manor a Charles Tower Apt*,
cal 352-4380 Sun-Thurs
10 302 30. 352-7361 Mon-Frl
5 00-

8:O0pm
Beautiful 4 bdrm house on Maurnee
River m WalarvtaS 15 mm from campus Aval Jan-July or Aug.. 1983
Serra-tum Aulo nclud $l80/mo per
student, utl mdud (up to 3 etudortlal Cal 878 4333 or 372-2026
1 A 2 Bedroom Apts Avaaabkt 3523841 11:00-3:00 pm or 364-1120
after 3 00 pm
2 bedroom turn apt. Heat, water,
Cable TV paid tor. ArC. perking lot.
laundry 'scales. S340'mo Cal 3627182
Forest Apartments
Reasonable
rales. John Newtove Reel Estate
364-2260 or 352-6553
STUDENTS > FACULTY
We st* have some nice apartmsnts
available Give us s cal for si your
housing needs NEWLOVE MAN
AGEMENT 336 S Mam 352-6620
Tired of roommetee'? Enjoy pesos A
quiet in our fuly furnished etudto apt.
sign up now for 2nd aomoalor ol take
advantage of our Fal ipiiaall Charmo Cross Apts . 1017 8 Makl St .
362-0690
1 BDRM APT UNFURN YOU PAY
UTIL 1 YR LEASE. OEP. REQUIRED S190«wO 420 S. ENTERPRISE CALL JOHN 352-2764

An Entertainment Utility
Plug yourself in at the Dixie

Expires 10/14/82

. stock Xs*^
in^merica.

